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A- Vocabulary and Structure 

1-Choose the right answer: 

1. Emily and Fiona teach in the same school. They are ……………………………… 

a. classmates   b. relationship.  C. colleagues d. acquaintance 

2. The people of this town are so …………………… . They take guests into their 

homes and offer them all they can. 

a. patient   b. hospitable  c. hostile   d. courageous  

3. There is no need to rush. We have ………………………… time a head of us. 

a. lots    b. a lot   c. plenty of   d. many 

4. I was ……………………… when the teacher shouted at me and everybody looked. 

a. shocked   b. glad  c. embarrassed   d. discusses 

5. The original………………………………….. of America were the Red Indians.  

a. travelers   b. nomads   c. passengers   d. inhabitants  

 

Give one word:  

1. Something that involves problems and difficulties.   problematic 

2. To hear a conversation by accident.    overhear 

3. Someone you plan to marry.       …finance……… 

 

Rewrite the following sentences using the words in brackets: 

1. I have never met a more handsome man.  

He is …the most handsome man.… [ the ] 

2. A: I ……………………see…………………………..… [ see ] you’re feeling better. 

B: Yes, I am. Thank you. 

 

3. A: Where is James? 

B: He has been to the swimming pool.   

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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4. After She  had talked on the phone, she  went out to the shops.      

5. I haven’t visited my aunt since 2007. 

6. He was exhausted. He …had been running…….( run ) along the beach for two 

hours. 

 

B-Complete the following dialogue: 

Julia : Hey Tom, how was your holiday in Mexico? 

Tom : It was absolutely amazing! The best part was when we went to a festival 

called The Day of the Dead. 

Julia :……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Tom : There is nothing to worry about. It is a festival for the  whole family 

and it takes place on 1st and 2nd November. 

Julia : ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Tom : It was very interesting. Mexicans believe that the spirit of dead people 

come back on these days to visit their families, so they decorate the 

graveyards. 

Julia : ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Tom : There’s nothing to be afraid of. It’s fun. People dress up as skeletons 

and they have special cakes. 

Julia : Fancy that! Still. I’m not sure I would like that kind of festival. 

Tom : I really enjoyed it . ………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C-Comprehension: 
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    English has different role in different parts of the world. In Britain, the 

USA, Canada, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and several 

Caribbean countries, English is the mother tongue ( or first language ) of a 

large part of population, and the official language of the country. That’s 

currently around 350 million people. In other countries such as India, 

Singapore, Ghana, and Nigeria, English is ‘second language’ and has a special 

status , which means it might be one of several official languages , used for 

legal matters, in the media or for education. There are estimated to around 

250 million people who use English in this way. And then there are all the other 

countries , where English is a ‘foreign language’ which can be learnt at school, 

and used for personal or business reasons. This is an expanding sector, with 

anything up to 1,000 million users . 

              English has become a global language. Some people have claimed this 

happened because it is a beautiful language, and because it has an easy 

grammatical structure. The truth is that it has achieved this status through 

the power and influence of the countries where English is used. Britain was a 

major world economic power from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century , 

trading in all parts of the world. The USA has held a similar position 

throughout the twentieth century and in our own age. The speed with which 

English has spread throughout the world has been helped enormously by the 

media-film, music and print materials like books and newspapers – and more 

recently by the computer revolution. Because it is so widely known, English is 

the official language of many international organizations like the World Bank , 

UNESCO, UNISEF , and the WHO , which helps to maintain its international 

status . 

            Today we have the situation where an Egyptian businessman may meet 

Japanese and Norwegian colleagues in Hong Kong to discuss a trade deal in 

English, the language that they all have in common. The increasing ease of 

international travel has helped this. They will probably have already discussed 

their business by telephone, e-mail and video conferencing before they 

actually meet. Using a shared language means that the conversation is easy , 

with no need for three-way translation and all the complications that can 
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cause. These days we all live in a ‘global village’ where we need to talk to each 

other.              A common language makes life easier .    

Answer the following: 

1. What’s the real reason behind English becoming a global language? 

...............................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................... 

2. What’s the role of English in a country like Ghana ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. How did English spread widely? 

...............................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................... 

B-Match the expressions and the definitions. 

a. mother tongue             1.A language which you use in daily life in the    

                                          country where you live ,but which is not your    

                                           native language.          

b. first language                2.the language which you learnt at home, and   

                                           which you use for personal communication.                                  

c .second language            3.A language which you learnt at school, but 

which    

                                          is not generally spoken in your country                                            

d. foreign language             4. Another name for mother tongue or native  

                                              language . 

c- Answer the questions. Are these statements True (T) or False (F) : 

1- Native language, first language and mother tongue all mean the same 

thing. 

2- The largest group of users of English in the world are the native 

speakers. 

3- It is faster and easier to use translation in business meetings. 

4- Living in a ‘global village’ means that everyone can easily communicate 

with everyone else .  
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A.Vocabulary and Structure 

1-Choose the right answer: 

1- I love to …………………………….. with my friends in the club at the weekends. 

a. Hang out   b. make up  C. fall out     d. freeze up 

2-Having an interview for the first time is very …………………………… 

a. impressing  b. problematic  c. awkward     d. real 

3-Sara is feeling more ……………………. About the future since she got engaged. 

a. optimistic            b. pessimistic  c. tired  d. barren 

4-The previous electricity………………………. was unusually high. 

a. fee   b. fare        c. payment   d. bill 

5- Anna is very…………………………. She has a great imagination. 

a.  creativity                b. creative              C. created            d. creature 

6- Tom and Suzan aren’t married any more .He is her ……………………………. 

a.  colleague        B. ex-husband             C. fiancé             d. mate 

7- My …………………………………were nomads who rode camels. 

a.  inhabitants                b. ancestors             c. ancients              D. gossips    

8- The criminal was……………………..because of an evidence that proved him guilty. 

a.  spacious               b. luxurious                c. loose               d. convicted 

 

B-Dialogue 

Complete the following dialogue: 

A: Would you say that your eating habits are healthy? 

B:  I suppose so. 

A: Where do you get your healthy food? 

B: It depends, really. It’s usually a packed lunch from home. 

A: How much water do you need daily? 

B: About 2 liters of water per day, plus fruit juice for breakfast. 

A: Do you practise any exercise? 

B: Unfortunately, I don’t; as I really work long hours. 
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A: How do often go to your work? 

B: Sometimes I walk but most of the times I take the bus.  

 

Poetry 

From : The Rainbow 

My heart leaps up when I behold 

A rainbow in the sky. 

1-Who is the poet? 

2-Ricite the rest of the poem. 

3- Get out the figures of speech? 

4-What is the main idea of the poem? 

6- What is the rhyme scheme of the whole poem? 

7-Paraphrase the poem. 
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A- Vocabulary and Structure 

1-Choose the right answer: 

1.The Sahara desert is ………………………… It’s dry and without plants .  

a. Huge .  b. absolute .  C. barren .   d. indicate . 

2.The ship made its first cross- Atlantic …………………… in 1927 .  

a. Trip .  b. sightseeing .  c. tour .     d. voyage . 

3.Did you book a single or double …………………………… ? 

a. Suite .            b. room   c. cabin   d. resort . 

4.I didn’t have time to …………………………… this matter with my mum . 

a. Gossip .   b. discuss .  c. quarrel .   d. argue . 

5.Although he is a young artist, everyone is impressed by his …………………….. 

a. Generosity .  b. independence.   c. creativity.   d. warmth. 

6. Sama has been so ……………………….. since her aunt died. She loved her greatly. 

a. worried .                b. embarrassed.        C. glad.            D. depressed . 

7. I haven’t ……………………..……… my brother since April . 

a. heard with.         B. heard from.       C. heard on .           d. heard to . 

8. We stayed in a large hotel but we organized many ……………………. to fun places  

a. gettings.             B. outings .         c. spending.              D. hostels . 

9. The …………………… of this lawyer are well – known celebrities . 

a. clients .                b. guests .              c. fees.              D. customers .    

10. The first ………………………… of the company is to reduce its costs . 

a. spacious .              b. luxurious .            c. belongings .     d. priority . 
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B - Rewrite the following sentences using the words in brackets: 

1. This time last year I was skiing… [ ski ] in Sharm El Sheikh . 

2. Our new neighbor is …mysterious…. [mystery] he is alone most of the time . 

3. A : Did you catch any fish ? 

    B : Yes, I had been sitting [ sit] in the boat for two hours when I caught a 

big fish . 

 

 

B-Dialogue 

Complete the following dialogue: 

A: Do you think we will have a white Christmas this year? 

B: For sure if we are lucky. 

A: What did the weather forecast say? 

B: It will have been warm and sunny by the end of the week. 

A: The weather is being so unpredictable these days! 

B: It will be warm and sunny even in December. 

A: I guess it won’t snow now. 

B: It may be warm now, but you never know what’s going to happnen. 
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 C-Reading Comprehension  

The most famous buildings  

Fact File 

     Although New York is a much younger city than London or Rome, 

it has a lot of very interesting buildings which are worth seeing. It is, of 

course, best- known for its skyscrapers. Here are three of the most 

famous .  

        Empire State Building . New York’s tallest and most famous 

skyscrapers is the Empire State Building and it is the best-known 

symbol of the city all over the world It was the tallest building in the 

world when it was completed. Work on building the Empire State had 

begun a few weeks before Wall Street crashed in 1929 and left millions 

of people without work. Since the building first opened, 85 million 

people have visited the observatory on the 102nd floor. In 1945, a US 

Army Air Corps plane crashed into the building. Fourteen people died 

and repairs to the building cost one million dollars . 

         United Nations Headquarters. In 1945, New York became the 

home of the United Nations, the organization which has been 

responsible for keeping peace in the world ever since the end of the 

Second World War. But the idea of a United Nations was not new. 

Governments had been talking about a way of keeping peace in the 

world since the League of Nations collapsed in World War ll. In 1945, 

the world had been at war for nearly six years and people felt the time 

had come for an organization to promote world peace and build a 

better world . 

           Chrysler Building. Walter Chrysler had been working for a 

railway company when he decided that car was his real passion. So he 

founded the Chrysler car company in 1925 and built its headquarters in 

New York. At the time, the Chrysler Building was the tallest building 
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but, only a few months after it was finished, it lost its title to the 

Empire State Building. The Chrysler Building is still one of the most 

famous and popular of New York landmarks and is certainly more 

beautiful than some of the more recent sky  scrapers . 

Answer the questions : 

1- Which of the three buildings is the oldest ? 

..................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................. 

2- What is the United Nations ? 

..................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................. 

3- What happened after the Wall Street crash ? 

..................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................. 

Choose the right answer: 

1-The…………………………………………. is the tallest building in New York. 

a-Empire State Building  

b-United Nations Headquarters          c- Chrysler Building 

2-..............................................founded the   car company. 

a- Walter Chrysler               b-Governments                c-US Army 
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A-Choose the correct word (s) in brackets: 

1-Divers are still searching for the wreck of the (thinking- sink-sunken-
soaked) ship . 

2-Charles Dickens had a / an (miserable-cheerful-happy-
delighted)childhood. His mother died and his father went to prison. 

3-Vaccination(defends – prevents- paints-deletes)us from expected 
diseases. 

4-The ancient Egyptian (civilization-education-cultivation-estimation)is a 
source of pride for all Egyptians. 

5-We can no longer stay in this (inhospitable-luxurious-wonderful-
pleasant)place. Nothing here is welcoming. 

6-During our journey by train, we enjoyed watching the beautiful (landfill-
landslide-landfall-landscape)all way a long. 

7-There are no aspects of life in this (fertile-cultivated-fruitful-
barren)desert. 

8-The mountain (back-peak-pick-foot)is covered in snow. 

9-The roaring of lions at night broke the (mute-absolute-dilute-
cute)silence of the forest. 

10-The happy news  has (established-spread-published-dried) in the 
hospital like fire. My wife has just given birth. 

11-In the tomb, the team of archaeologists found a /an (skeleton –skate-
scale-sale)of a  dead person . 

12-Can you think of an Olympic game that (combines-conduct-considers-
contacts)wrestling and boxing? 

13-The man got lost in the desert and died of (thirsty-thirst-burst-hungry). 

14-The Himalayas are a huge (chalet-change-spokes-chain)of mountains. 

15-The thief who snatched the women's handbag was holding a/an 
(sandwich-rifle-apple-book). People were frightened so they called the 
police . 

16-We were walking down a (pathway-highway-subway-on way)through 
the mountains. 
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17-She got married to the young man who was her (colleague-classmate-
company-companion) during the  journey to Aswan . 

18-The woman was in complete(desperate-despair-aspire-spare) after 
her  husband’s death. 

19-(Few-Enormous-Humours-Tiny)amounts of money are spent on 
education every year in Europe. 

20-The man looked at the great (horizontal-horizon-horror-hurricane)in 
despair. It seems he was lost in the desert. 

21-During our flight to Peru, we saw the huge dry (plains- pains-remains-
blames)that reminded us of the desert in Egypt. 

22-Great sand dunes(expand-stretch-reach-enrich) across the desert. 

23-Ibn Batouta was a great (adventure-advantage-advanturer-
adventurous). 

24-It`s an old piece of cloth .The colours is (bright-shiny-witty-dull). 

25-My little daughter is very shy especially in the (presence-presentation-
present-press)of guests. 

26-The woman who was knocked over was carrying a large (handle-
bundle-sandals-candle)of clothes. 

27-The girl was so excited that she(unwrapped-kidnapped-stabbed-
interrupted)the birthday present at once. 

28-After the operation, the child was (strong-powerful-active-pale)and 
weak. 

29-We will (recover-suffer-cover-differ) from the effects of pollution for 
long , I suppose. 

30-“How are you now, my little child?”, my mother asked (proudly-
violently-cruelly-anxiously). 

31-My cousin had a motor accident and  he was badly (injured-pleasant-
wound-injure). 

32-After she had said a (pray-prayer-buyer-prey),the child fell asleep. 

33-We could see the train in the (distant-distance-pretence-appearance). 

34-Agroup of protesters were heading in their (rejection-directive-
direction-director) to the Tahrir square. 
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B-Choose the correct word(s)in brackets: 

1-Noha is (pessimistic-inventive-reflective-optimistic),she always looks at 
the bright side of life. 

2-He felt (alone-lonely-hot-happy)after his wife’s death. 

3-The view of sunset over the Nile is really (amazed-amazement-amazes-
amazing). 

4-The smell of this canned food is  (pleasure-unpleasant-wonderful-
tasty).You must throw it away. 

5-She is a millionaire’s daughter. She leads a very (luxury-luxurious-
precious-valuable) life. 

6-My wife looks so (attractive-active-predictive-captive)in her new look. 

7-During our visits to the Egyptian museum, we saw a lot of (ugly-dirty -
spectacular-peculiar) pieces of art. We were so impressed. 

8-I didn`t like that (continent-country-continental-connection) breakfast at 
the hotel. 

9-Paris is full of  (impress-impressing-impressed-impressive) buildings. 

10-These are (artistic- natural-structure-pictorial)flowers, They aren`t 
artificial. 

11-The new girl is very (clear-obvious-mystery-mysterious),she keeps to 
herself most of the time. 

12-I was (surprising-surprised-surprise-surprises)at her exam results. It 
wasn’t expected. 

13-Moheb found it very (tiring-tire-tiresome-tired)to work in the morning 
and study in the evening. 

14-It was (fascination-fascinate-fascinating-fascinated)to watch the artist 
sketch his drawings. 

15-Mary’s exam results were very (disappointing-disappoint-appointed-
disappointed). 

16-I`m not sure, but he will (surely-certainly-probably-definitely) win the 
race. 
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17-(Abnormally-Naturally-Hardly-suddenly)she was happy when she got 
the highest mark in the test. 

18-There was a traffic jam this morning, but (hardly-normally-fortunately-
unfortunate)I managed to get to school on time. 

19-It was (probably-incredibly-suddenly-luckily)hot yesterday, they say 
the temperature reached 45 degrees. 
 

20-A(teacher-scientist-professor-driver)gives lectures at university. 

21-she (amazing-amazed-amazingly-amazement)broke the record in the 

High Jump. 

22-I often (afford-avoid-annoyed-appoint)driving at the rush hour. 

23- We usually exchange visits with friends and (relation-relatives-

relationships)on feast days. 

24-You can (press-print-pride-bring)this button if you want to switch the 

light off. 

25-He wishes he would be a (number-remember-member-timber)of 

parliament one day . 

26- I wish these words would (expense-express-repress-impress)my 

deep feelings towards you. 

27-Most newly (graduation- gradual-gradually-graduated)students are 

unemployed. 

28-Modern(technology-mythology-biology- geology) has made our life 

easier and more comfortable. 

29- I have fallen (over- off- out-down)with my pen friend. We don`t write to 

each other now. 

30-Leadership of the organization was (handed over-handed down –

handed in – handed out )from father to son for generation. 

31- Books, newspapers and magazines provide us with (courage-

knowledge-image-damage). 

32-Thank you for this valuable present. You are always thoughtful and 

(generous-generosity-pioneering-ugliness). 
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33-It is not nice to [nag – gossip – complain] about other people . 

34-We will have to [lie – discuss – gossip] the problems of our life . 

35-The couple [complained – nagged – chatted] to the manager about the 

mice which are in the cupboard . 

36-Peter [quarrelled – lied – nagged] to his teacher about who broke the 

window . 

37-My daughter is [complaining – discussing – nagging] me to buy her a 

new laptop . 

38-I was so [disappointed – shocked – embarrassed] when I told my 

friend that I have the money she wants and when I looked in my bag , I 

didn’t find my wallet . 

39-I like talking to my grandmother because her voice is always 

[problematic – depressed – tender ] . 

40-Magi will get [glad – angry – shocked] if you take his bike without 

asking him first . 

41-The famous actress found the situation [awkward – gossip – 

problematic] as the presenter asked her about her real age . 

42-Tom was quite [glad – depressed – nervous] before his exam, but in 

the end he did very well . 

 

C-Complete the following sentences with a suitable phrasal verb : 

Let down – hang out – fall out – make up – hear from – grow up                                                    

– bring up – break up – get on with 

 

1. Mum always ............fall out.............. with dad about money . 
2. How do you...............get on with .............. the other members of your 
family ?   Oh ! we are more than friends . 
3. Benny and her fiancée have ............. broken up............... and now they 
are together again . 
4. Denial is a very nice young man, he was .........brought up.............. to 
respect his elders and women . 
5. Although my mum is very busy in her work but she never .............let......... 
me ......down......... after dad’s death . 
6. My cousin ..............grew up............. in Russia. He became like them . 
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7. Monika is really depressed because she ..............broke up.............. with 
her husband .  
8. My daughter is always busy with school and activities and 
.............hanging out............ with her friends  
9. I ..............heard from........... my classmates that our teacher made an 
accident . 
10. He was .......... brought up............ by his mother who was a warm and 
loving person . 
11. Riad ........was brought up.......... without a father , because he died 
when Riad was only three years old.  
12. I really don’t ............get on with................ him very well . 
 

 
D-Match the words with the meaning : 
 
1- colleague            “d”             a- a person you have met a few times but  
 2- share                  “c”                     you don’t know very well . 
 3- classmate           “f”             b- your wife’s or husband’s mother . 
 4- fiancée                “e”            c- use something with someone else . 
 5- acquaintance     “a”            d- a person you work with . 
 6- step mother        “g”           e- someone you plan to marry . 
 7- mother-in- law    “b”           f- someone who is in the same class as you  
                                                   g- a woman who has married your father .   
 

 
E-Fill in the gaps with the following words : 
Fee – tour – spacious – outing – hostel – resort – intriguing – barren – 
stroll – suite – priority – cabin – clients – landmark – fare – companion 

. 
 

1. They stayed in a suite at the Hilton Hotel. 

2. We are taking the children on a/an outing to the zoo on Saturday . 

3. We stayed at a popular seaside holiday resort in Spain with great 

beaches and entertaining places . 

4. Jack went for a/an stroll along the beach . 

5. How much is the bus fare ? 

6. He is a very successful lawyer and many of his clients are well-

known celebrities . 

7. The tower of London is a historical landmark in the city . 

8. The book I am reading at the moment is intriguing . 

9. Some banks charge an extra fee for this service . 

10. The first priority at the amusement park is safety. 
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11. Mary’s new flat has a/an spacious and sunny kitchen . 

12. The ship we took the cruise on was huge, and our cabin was 

comfortable even though  it was a bit small . 

13. Many students prefer to stay in hostel when they travel because 

they offer cheap accommodation . 

14. When I arrive Tokyo, I took a/an tour around the city . 

15. The pyramids are in a/an barren landscape .  

16. John turned to his travelling companion and asked him if they 

should take a tour of the city . 

 
F-Complete the following sentences using the words with the right 
suffix: 
 

1. Danny is a very careless driver and is always having accidents 
[care] . 
2. I recommended this dictionary, I think you will find it very useful 
[use]. 
3. She owns an attractive house near the seaside . [attract] . 
4. The new girl is very mysterious she keeps to herself most of the 
time. [mystery ] . 
5. I love these paintings  , they are so colourful [colour] . 
6. Be careful when cross the road alone . [care] . 
7. Monica is really excited about her trip to Thailand . [excite] . 
8. I was so tired to go out, so I stayed in and watched TV .[tire]  

 
 

G-Choose the correct answer : 
 

1. If it rains tomorrow, it will completely [stress – ruin – strike] my 

mother’s garden party . 

2. Losing your passport when you are in holiday can be such a [hassle 

– stroll – trekking] . 

3. Parents often find [disappointment – troublesome – trek] teenagers 

who are difficult to manage . 

4. [Bustling – Trekking – Intriguing] through the mountains is not my 

idea of fun . 

5. Getting lost in a big city would cause me a lot of [stress – strike – 

stuck] and anxiety . 
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6. When the police are carrying out an investigation, it is [opportunity – 

evidence – essential ] that they examine all the evidence carefully . 

7. I was shocked to find out that Jack’s [Rodeo clown – fingerprint – 

sketch] was found on the murder weapon . 

8. Sufficient evidence must be found for someone to be [convicted – 

identified – required] of a crime . 

9. The cowboy must wear [colourful – baggy – tight] clothes to move 

freely .   

 

 
H-Fill in the gaps with the following words : 
     required – hassle – glamour – companion – pathway –  evidence – 
earn –  miserable – shrine – concussion – indicated – resigned 
 

1-Do as you are told and don’t give me any hassle. 

2-My cousin was my companion on the long journey. 

3-There was a pathway that led from the village to the lake nearby. 

4-He is miserable, he is poor and has no place to live in. 

5-He indicated that he was turning right but then he turned left. 

6-She built a chapel as a/an shrine to the memory of her dead husband. 

7-The patient is suffering from severe concussion following a blow to the 

head. 

8-My father resigned as he was not satisfied with the working condition. 

9-Hopeful young actors and actresses dazzled by the glamour of Hollywood. 

10-The job I applied for required previous experience,and I unfortunately 

have never worked before. 

11-A scientist must produce evidence in support of a theory. 

12-I only have a part-time job,so I don’t earn much. 

 

  
I-Fill in the gaps with the following words : 
babysitter – earn – evidence – script –  commercial – resign  – won – 
convicted – opportunity – archaeologist – adrenaline rush – baggy – 
ranch  - glamorous - require - stitches 
 

1-All cars require servicing regularly. 

2-When my husband and I want to go out in the evening,we find a 

babysitter to take care of the children. 
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3-Amal won a lot of money in the lottery last year. 

4-I don’t earn enough money working as a hairdresser ,so I also do 

some part-time work at an Internet café. 

5-There is no evidence against him to be involved in the crime. 

6-Her novels are well written and commercial as well. 

7-That line isn’t in the script he always forgets what to say. 

8-He wanted a lawyer to speak for him as he was convicted of a crime. 

9-seeing that nobody was home, the burglar took the opportunity to 

break into the house. 

10-Mark enjoyed being a member of the bomb squad as it gave him 

a/an adrenaline rush. 

11-An archaeologist studies the history of mankind by examining the 

remains of buildings,tools,etc. 

12-He doesn’t like his job,so he intends to resign  and look for another 

one. 

13-I like baggy clothes. I hate tight ones. 

14-He is a farmer. He grew up on a ranch. 

15-His work is attractive and exciting.It is really glamorous. 

16-Sara was completely injured, the cut in her hand needs five stitches. 

================================ 

 

Grammar  
 

A ) Re-write the following sentences : 
 
1- The last time I went to the beach was three days ago .[for] . 

I haven’t gone to the beach for 3 days............ 

2- When did Carl start learning English ? [has] . 

How long has Carl been learning English.................................. ? 

3- Let’s not see the film, I saw it last week . [already]  

I have already  seen that film................................................................ 

4- Dina moved to London in 2005 and she still lives there . [been] . 

Dina has been living in London since 2005 . 

5- I wanted to sleep. I was working all day . [because] . 
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I wanted to sleep because I had been working all day. 

6- The last time I saw Jim was in June . [since] . 

I haven’t seen Jim since june. 

7- Jim started working for the company twelve years ago . [been] . 

Jim has been working for the company for twelve years. 

8- The last time Jenny was in Fence was in 1999. [since 1999] . 

Jenny hasn’t been to france since  1999. 

9- John doesn’t been to the country since Easter . [went] . 

The last time.John  went to the country.  

10-Sandra hasn’t written to us for two weeks.           [last] 

The last time Sandra wrote to us was two weeks ago.  

11-Before going for a swim, they had eaten some fruit. [After]  

After they had eaten some fruit, they went for a swim. 

12- I found a solution to my problem. Then, I felt happier . [when] . 

I had found a solution to my problem when I felt happier  

13- He locked the door. Then the phone rang . [As soon as] . 

As soon as he locked the door, the phone rang. 

14- Sarah washed the dishes. Then her husband arrived . [by the time] . 

Sarah had washed the dishes by the time her husband arrived  

15-Her habit was watching cartoon at night. [would] 

She would watch cartoon at night. 

16-Writing an email to a pen friend is new for Stan. [used] 

Stan gets used to writing an email to a pen friend. 

17-Their habit nowadays is playing the guitar. [used] 

They are used to playing the guitar. 

18-She saved money so she bought a new dress. [since] 

She has bought a new dress since she saved money. 

19-I usually take exercise every morning.  [used] 
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I’m used to taking exercise every morning. 

20-He is still playing tennis. [He has…] 

He has been playing tennis. 

21-He goes to school from time to time. [occasionally] 

He occasionally goes to school.  

22-There’s no rain in this desert. [rarely] 

It rarely rains in this desert. 

23-During reading, my brother came in. [While] 

While I was reading, my brother came in. 

24-While being tired, she was staying at home. [As she…] 

As she was being tired, she was staying at home. 

 

B) Re-write the sentences in reported speech: 
 

1-They said,”We had booked the room before we left.” 

They said that they had booked the room before they left. 

2-Bella said,”This cake is delicious.” 

…Bella said that that cake was delicious.. 

3-Linda said,”If I have the time,I’ll come round.” 

Linda said that if she had the time,she would come round. 

4-Billy said,”I’m working on my project now.” (up-to-date reporting) 

Billy said that she is working on her project now. 

5-She said to her young sister,”You must do your homework now.” 

She said to her young sister that she had to do her homework then. 

6-The singer says,”I enjoy cycling.” 

The singer says that he enjoys cycling. 

7-He said,”Those are the men who helped me.” (up-to-date reporting) 

He said those are the men who helped him. 
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8-Soha said to Mona,”I can talk to you tomorrow.”  

Soha told Mona that she could talk to her the following day. 

9-“If Sara knew,she would help us,”Tony said. 

Tony said that if Sara knew , she would help them. 

10- “Close the door.” 

He told me to close the door. 

11-“Don’t do that again!” 

He told me not to do that again. 

12-"Don't fly kites near electric overhead cables," said my father. (warned) 

My father warned not to fly kites near electric overhead cables. 

13-“ I won’t do that” , he said. (refused) 

He refused to do that. 

14-“Let’s go for a walk,” he said. (suggested) 

He suggested going for a walk. /He suggested that we should (go) for a 

walk.  

15- "Don't play on the grass, boys," she said. 

She told/ ordered the boys not to play on the grass. 

 

16- ‘Don’t say anything to your parents, ok?’ she said 

She ordered not to say anything to my parents. 

17-“Why don’t we go to Brazil on holiday next summer?! (suggested) 

Paul suggested going to Brazil on holiday the following summer 

18-“Don’t make so much noise, children or the neighbours will phone the 

police now.” (tell) 

Mum tells her children not to make so much noise or the neighbours will 

phone the police then. 

19- ‘Please, show me the photographs’ she said 

She asked to show her the photographs. 
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20- ‘Never unlock this door!’  he told his assistant.        

He told his assistant not to unlock that door. 

21- “Don’t run in the corridor or you will be punished, James!” the teacher 

ordered. 

The teacher ordered James not to run in the corridor or he would be 

punished. 

22-‘Do you watch television every evening, Chris?’ The interviewer asked 

The interviewer asked Chris if he watched television every evening.  

23-“Did you have lunch alone?”, he asked me. 

He asked me if I had lunch alone. 

24- “Will you come by taxi?”, He asked me. 

He asked me if I would go by taxi. 

25- “Have you seen the dog?”, he asked Tom. 

He asked Tom if he had seen the dog. 

26-“Has he made a cake?”, I asked  

I asked if he had made a cake. 

27- “Had you forgotten the address?”, She asked me. 

She asked me if I had forgotten the address. 

28-‘What time does the film start, Peter?’ I asked 

I asked Peter what time the film started. 

29-‘Why did you apply for this job’ asked the sales manager?.  

The sales manager asked me Why I applied for that job. 

30-"Where did you spend your holidays last year?" She asked  

She asked where I spent my holidays the previous year. 

31-‘Why don’t we go to the cinema this evening?’  said Peter.  

Peter suggested going to the cinema that evening. 

32-‘If I were you, Bill, I’d buy a mountain bike.’ Stephen said.  

Stephen advised Bill to buy a mountain bike. 


